
             HVH ARTS  
PATRON: 

Helen McCrory OBE          SUMMER SCHEDULE 2021 

 

WE ARE PLEASED TO BE OFFERING FREE SUMMER WORKSHOPS IN ART AND MEDIA TO KEEP OUR YOUNG PEOPLE INSPIRED 

THROUGHOUT SUMMER (ENSURING YOUNG PEOPLE ARE SAFE AS WE WILL BE DELIVERING OUR WORKSHOPS ADHERING TO  

COVID-19 GUIDE 

                                             
ILLUSTRATION ‘MAPPING KENTISH TOWN’ WORKSHOP WITH TRISHA KRAUSS  
Together, we will create a mural sized map of Kentish Town. They will select 5 points of interest that they would like to depict. They can choose from 

blue plaque homes, well known people, interesting buildings, historical sites, cultural sites, their favourite shops, their homes, their schools, and of 

course the site of the gallery in Queen’s crescent. Each illustration will be collaged onto the main map. Our young scholars will learn various illustrative 

techniques, how to design and how to work as a creative team.  

DATES 24TH, 25TH, 26TH and 27th July 12pm-3pm Ages: 5 to 16 (split into age-appropriate cohorts) 

 

‘LOVE MY AREA’ PHOTOGRAPHY PROJECT WITH DEBBI CLARK 

CEO and professional photographer Debbi Clark will take young people on a unique tour around their local area with a new perspective; through a 

lens. Exploring portrait and landscape photography, young people will learn lasting skills in how to stamp their own creativity on a project all about 

local pride. Young people will learn lighting, how to tell a story with a camera and technical skills that will help them develop their craft. Final prints 

will be displayed in an exhibition at the end of the summer.  

DATE 28th, 29th and 30th July 12pm-4pm Ages: 10 to 18 

 

MUSIC PRODUCTION AND MUSIC VIDEO WITH DEBBI CLARK AND JACOB LANDAU 

A masterclass project with studio industry professionals creating a track and filming a music video with Kubic Music and professional artists from 

Sony Music. They will learn the art of making music and a music video, they will be able to be involved in all areas, seeking out one area that will 

inspire them from writing, producing, performing, choreography, mixing, filming, directing and editing. A unique opportunity to get involved in a local 

community project with and create their own track and music video. 

DATE 31ST, 1ST, 2ND, 3RD, 4TH August 12pm-4pm Ages: 10 to 18 (split into age-appropriate cohorts)  

 

TESS TOMASSINI DANTE ART PROJECT WITH EXHIBITION AT MAJOR EUSTON GALLERY 

Exciting art project with young artist Tess Tomassini on the theme of Dante, to be produced and showcased in our end of term exhibition as well as 

an external exhibition in a major Euston Gallery to celebrate the 700th anniversary of the death of Dante Alighieri. 

DATE 5TH, 6TH, 7TH 12pm-4pm August Ages: 5 to 18 

 

QUEENS CRESCENT STREET ART PROJECT WITH SAM SURE  

We continue with our street art murals along the Queens Crescent shutters that have been a local success story in the neighbourhood! We are so 

excited by this project as it has been hugely popular. Young people learn the skills of spray painting, seeing the whole process through from beginning 

to end; they begin with mocking up designs and then transfer these on to the shutters, inspired by the shop owners and creating beautiful artwork.  

DATE 8TH August 12pm-4pm Ages: 8 upwards  

 

STOP MOTION ANIMATION WITH EMILY HOLLINGSBEE  

Our wonderful tutor Emily Hollingsbee will be taking our young people through an imaginative journey, creating stop motion videos. The dream-

like videos can be filmed on cameras or smart phones and the results are astounding. Young people will be able to create a story line, mood board, 

design characters and explore with shapes and shadows, to produce a cinematic animation!  

DATE 9TH August Timing TBC Ages: 8 to 16 

 

FASHION DESIGN AND PRINTING ‘DECONSTRUCTION’ WITH LOLA TURNER AND IYLA SHAH 

Design team and artists Lola Turner and Iyla Shah join our young people for a 5-day intensive printing course. Young artists will learn skills in sewing, 

pattern making and printing, exploring the themes of ‘deconstructions’ using upcycled clothing. We will rework donated clothes to produce new, 

wearable works of art.  

DATE 10TH, 11TH, 12TH, 13th, 14TH August 12pm-3pm Ages: 8-13   

 

SAM & SARAH PORTRAIT PAINTING CLASS WITH ACRYLICS and OILS 

Join Sam and Sarah (art therapist) for a two-day painting course on 15th August and 23rd. Young artists will learn portraiture with a variety of paints, 

including oils and acrylics. Young people can choose to paint each other or they can bring in a photo to use for inspiration.  

DATE 15TH, 24th August 12pm-4pm Ages: 5 and up (split into age-appropriate cohorts) 

 

AMAZING DRONES&ROBOTICS CLASS WITH URBAN FLYERS  

High Flyers join us again for the most unique summer workshop in programming and flying drones. Simon teaches young people how to code and 

coordinate drones so that they can fly in synchronicity. Enrol if you have a fascination with how things work, wanting to gain skills in robotics and 

technology and would love to see drones a collection of drones flying in the air!  

DATE 16TH, 17TH, 18TH, and 19th August 12pm-2pm Ages: 10 upwards  

 

GRAFFITI AND STENCILLING TRIPTYCH WITH LOUISE ADJEI 

Our amazing tutor Louise is back! She will be teaching the art of Graffiti, the tricks of shadows, the concept of this art is more than just A spray can. 

Artists will create their own triptych to reflect the amazing skills learnt at the course! 

DATE 20TH, 21ST August 12pm-4pm Ages: 8-16 (split into age-appropriate cohorts) 



 

SCULPTURE CLASS – SUSTAINABILITY   

This amazing two-day workshop will be a study in recycling and upcycling- showing young people how they can create something beautiful out of 

domestic plastic waste. This is a unique art class exploring the concept of sustainability and how we can reduce waste to help the environment by 

making something inspiring! 

DATE 22ND, 23rd AUGUST 12pm-4pm Ages: 5 and up  

 

HOW TO STYLE OLD CLOTHES – UPCYCLING WITH PATRICIA JONES 

An amazing workshop in fashion/design and styling! We are thrilled to put on this project, exploring upcycling with young people – showing them 

you don’t have to throw out all your old clothes and buy new ones- you can repurpose those items your sick of, to create something new and 

fresh!  

DATE 25TH August 12pm-4pm Ages 11-18 

 

MAKE-UP AND HAIR TUTORIAL WITH PROFESSIONAL MAKEUP ARTIST 

One of London’s top MUA’s comes to us at HVH ARTS to teach our young people a fantastic workshop in the art of make-up! We are extremely 

fortunate to have the opportunity in teaching our young people skills in this fantastic one-day workshop. We will use this opportunity to shoot 

portraits being taught by DEBBI CLARK with our young people to show their creativity in this make-up workshop. 

DATE 26TH August 12pm-4pm Ages 11-18 

 

PORTRAITURE SHOOT + EDIT SESSION WITH DEBBI CLARK 

A chance to see how the professionals work in the eclectic fashion/editorial world of Fashion. Giving our young people the insight of how they can 

style and create a look for their own fashion shoot. Create your mood board and ideas with this brilliant workshop, we will create a fashion set and 

shoot your own ideas and vision with photographer DEBBI CLARK giving support to our young people using the OLYMPUS EPL-8 cameras giving our 

young people the opportunity to create their very own fashion cover! 

DATE 27TH August 12-4pm Ages 11-18 

 

2 DAY CURATION WORKSHOP 

Working with students who have been creating their fantastic works. This course will be a weekend working together and curating the young 

people’s exhibition. PRE- Production is a skill that will help young people focus, learn the art of curating a show, preparing their work, framing and 

presenting their final piece which will be a valuable skill for their future. It is all about how we present our work and show it with pride. We will be 

working this weekend with students who have already been part of our ART Foundation courses in choosing and preparing their work for HVH ARTS 

‘LOCKDOWN EXODUS’ Exhibition! 
DATE 28TH, 29TH 12pm-4pm August Ages 5-18 (split into age-appropriate cohorts) 

 

LOCKDOWN EXODUS EXHIBITION 

We complete our summer project with an extraordinary LOCKDOWN EXODUS exhibition at our HVH ARTS GALLERY. This will include artworks 

produced over the 6 weeks of summer and young artists have the chance to showcase their work and view other’s amazing work. Everyone is invited 

to join and we will be celebrating the end of lockdown by enjoying each other’s artwork and projects.  

DATE 30TH, 31ST August Everyone welcome!         
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